CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

ITHMAAR
BANK
AI POWERED IDENTITY VERIFICATION FOR
SEAMLESS CUSTOMER ONBOARDING

Ithmaar Bank is a Bahrain-based Islamic
retail bank that is licensed and regulated
by the Central Bank of Bahrain and
provides retail, commercial, treasury
& financial institutions and other banking
services. Ithmaar Bank is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Ithmaar Holding
B.S.C., which is listed on the Bahrain
Bourse, Boursa Kuwait and Dubai
Financial Market.
Ithmaar also maintains a presence in
overseas markets through its subsidiary,
Faysal Bank Limited (Pakistan).

Ithmaar Bank provides
a diverse range
of Sharia-compliant
products and services
that cater to the
financing and investment
needs of individuals and
institutions.

THE OPPORTUNITY

With the changing ecosystem of millennial and Gen Z
customers, their affinity to technology and internet, the
bank had to embark on channels that would entice the new
age users.
Being modern in their outlook, Ithmaar Bank, a
well-established 40-year-old bank in the Bahrain region,
embarked on their digitisation journey to attract this
new-age crowd. At the same time, they realised digital
solutions would also help retain their mature clients who
were already comfortable using retail portals over the
internet from the comfort of their homes.
Right from the inception they understood the importance of
customer experience and their objective was to allow their
customers to open an account and transact in minutes. This
called for GIEOM to provide a solution that is fast, accurate,
easy to use and compliant to the Central Bank regulations.
The recent pandemic gave a further impetus for digitization
with the need for social distancing while still servicing the
customer’s banking needs.

THE SOLUTION

GIEOM created recognition and data
extraction models for KYC documents
stipulated by the Central Bank of Bahrain for
customer account opening. The central bank
also mandated only original documents
should be allowed for onboarding. GIEOM
solution flags scan copies as a fake
document as per the Central Bank norms.
The solution handles anti-spoofing during
liveness tests and cross-examines the
customer against the photo IDs to complete
a facial verification. Multiple quality checks
were implemented like:
Cross validation for key attributes and
photo ID across KYC documents,
A back-office dashboard that gave a
choice to audit customer KYC documents
based on recognition confidence

This dashboard also enabled the Bank
staffs to engage with customers who
have abandoned the onboarding journey
and take them through to completion.
The GIEOM Digital Validator AI solution
ensures processing happens in minutes
keeping the onboarding experience
simple and eliminate customer
abandonment.
GIEOM’s proprietary computer vision
algorithms for recognition and extraction
are optimised to work with small datasets
and designed for incremental ML learning
providing the flexibility to add new
nationality documents and new customer
types aligning with the bank’s growth
strategy.

KEY OUTCOMES

Faster – Users were able
to open their account
in minutes
More Conversions –
Reduced abandonment
during online account
opening
Scalability – Onboarding
resources reside on scalable
servers to account for the
variance in customers
Compliance – Met the
regulations laid out by the
Central bank on KYC, AML &
GDPR

Cost Reduction – Compared
to the traditional methods,
the onboarding cost was
drastically lowered and
made time efficient
Implementation time – With
GIEOM’s pre seeded models,
generic extraction algorithms
and low shot ML training, the
customer was able to go live
in record time.
Customer Experience –
Simple, accurate and fast user
experience led to significantly
reduced abandonment rate

ABOUT GIEOM

Founded in 2012, GIEOM is the world leader
in Enterprise Productivity software products.
GIEOM creates software that enables
process-driven organizations to increase their
operational efficiency, accelerate digital
change management, and optimize
compliance adherence.
We achieve this by producing tools that
enable our customers to reduce the risks,
inefficiencies, and delays associated with
human-driven processes.

GIEOM is an
ISO 9001:2015 certified
company and enjoys
the confidence of over
75 Financial Institutions
in more than 40
countries

